Introducing Denti Pod™, the latest advancement in equine dental care. The elusive advantages of dental diagnostics are now readily available to you.

Denti Pod for equine is the world’s first & only equine-sized dental digital radiography solution. Dental health is key for all species. Equine patients are no exception. Denti Pod produces perfect intraoral DR views for instant images, immediate retakes, proper positioning, and remarkable image quality that can be viewed, stored, and shared on the Cuattro Hub. Denti Pod is the perfect addition to grow and differentiate your equine practice.

Contact us now to experience Denti Pod and Cuattro Hub, the most versatile imaging device available.
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As part of the revolutionary new Cuattro Hub™ portable multi-modality wireless diagnostic system, Denti Pod brings intraoral dental DR anywhere you need it. Switch between acquisition of Dental DR, Wireless Ultrasound, and Large Animal DR, all on one device, at the press of a button.